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ARCHAISMS AND ALTERNATIVES
by: Glen GoodKnight

Opening Address

Last year, as many of you remember, I eave that very strange and
bizarre talk about the White Tree and how we have in Modern Western
Civilization been cut off from our historic and mythological roots, so
that we have become dlsasa~lated from our own herltaee. Even in the
Mythopoeic Society, we who are supposed to be familar with mythology
and fantasy have a very i>atchy and cross-quilt knowledge of what mythology ls all about. I would challenge us all, including myself, to go
much deeper into studyln& myth and attempt to discover JUSt what It ls.
If you remember my personal editorial in Mythlore 6, called "Affirming the Images," I talked about reading Mary Shideler's chapter on bow
"The Affirmation and Rejection of the Images" opened a new, rich
understanding or Williams for me, and that through that, Williams became a very valuable and rich resource.
I said then that I wanted to
affirm the Images that are presented to me.
just
I'm going to read from Mary, because she has distilled it
about as far as one can eo. to make It concise and understandable.
In
understanding Williams, and tndeed, in understandln& Medieval thought
and poetry you need to understand two terms: 'The Affirmation of the
I'll read what Mary says
Images' and 'The ReJecuon or the Images.'
and hope this will make the meanin& of these terms clear.
The precision that requires a tension between "This also Is
Thou" and "neither is this Thou" does not compel equal emphasis
upon them. It does specify that neither shall completely exclude
the other. In practice, most of those who use imagery tend to
stress either the revealing or the concealing functions of the image:
they find themselves in a world where nature and art and events
and other persons do point beyond themselves to greater things.
or they naturally feel themselves impelled to push aside these
phenomena in their desire for a more direct knowledge. Williams
named these the Way of the Aff1rmation of Images, wlllch accents
the phrase "This also ls Thou," and the Way of the Rejection, or
="eeatlon. or Images, which accents the complementary
"neither
Is this Thou,"
:\lost or the notable expositions of these ways have come out
of the arguments and experiences where the basis in question was
Cod. This ls the classic and extreme problem in imaeery, because
Cod--if he exists at all--seems not to be directly knowable except
in some forms or the mystical vision. Therefore the indirect ways
of knowing God by means or images, either In their affirmation or
in their rejection, become vitally significant.
Historically, the Way of Rejection has received more attention
than the ,\ffirmative Way, parUy no doubt because or its dramatic
contrast with ordinary life, and partly because its followers have
usually described their position in specirically theological terms.
Its themes reverberate in the mystics--Dionysius
the Areopagite,
St. Teresa of Avila, St. John of the Cross, The Cloud of Unknowing,
and elsewhere: the flesh hinders the spirit; sensed beauty hides
ultimate beauty; human love veils the divine love. All images,
even the holiest, conceal God, not because they are evil but because
they are finite. Reason and imagination, as well as sensation,
hamper "the flight of the alone to the Alone. " ...
The Way of Rejection of Images makes way for the One who, in
some place or state or mode of being, is in Himself: unimaged,
absolute, and wholly other.
The ~egatlve Way of the mystics is fulfilled and corrected by
the Affirmative Way, which is tbat of romanticism.
To its adherents, the heavens indeed declare the glory or Cod, and the firmament shows clearly that i~ is bis handiwork. They witness tbat he
discloses himself in all things. Human love manifests divine love;
particular beauties exhibit ultimate beauty; spirit requires flesh
for Its completion--they are categories or one identity. Many,
perhaps most people require these affirmations ror their spiritual
and intellectual growth, •..
Even so, the Affirmative Way has sometimes been treated as
merely a concession to human frailty, a second-best method provided fr>r those who are incapable of the Way or Rejection or un'llillini: to accept Its requirements.
This Williams explicitiy de-

nlea .•.•
. . . The statement "neither is this Thou" has no meaning unless
"thts" has content: the Way of Negation ls built upon the prior
affirmation that there exists something to be rejected, and it seeks
an affirmative culmination, the very presence of Very Cod. Conversely, the Affirmative Way Is grounded in the rejection of complete Identity between image and basis, and presses toward the God
who, bein& beyond all imagery, la in the strict sense unimaginable.
Each way requires for its very existence some element both of the
conviction that is the mitre of Affirmation, and or the skepticism
that Is the crown of Rejection.
Their functions differ. but the Ir
life is one.
The one Way was to affirm all things orderly until the universe throbbed with vitality; the other to reject all thin&&
until there was nothing anywhere but He. The Way of Affirmation was to develop ereat art and romantic love and marriage and philosophy and social justice; the Way of Rejection
was to break out continually in the profound mystical documents of the soul, the records or the great psychological
masters of Christendom.
The choice between the Ways, the manner' or c'hooslng. and
the kind of balance to be maintained between them, ls an Intensely
personal business that cannot be regulated by another person, or
possibly even by oneself. It does not matter very much, so long
as they are held together. I
As we see, there are the two ways of approaching how we relate
One way is to reject them
to the universe around us, through images.
and say. "The images have no value, they are not the real thing. I
want to go directly to the ultimate."
That ls the way of the mystic.
On the other hand, the way of the poet, the romantic, is to affirm the
images and say, " I see the ultimate renected !!! the images.
It is
good and beautiful and I don't have to reject It. I can glory In the
image and know that there ls something beyond the image. "
To give you another side or this complex of Ideas, here is
something Jung has to say about images. This is a man writing at
the end of his life, very rich with wisdom about this subject.
He says:

G)
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The great problems of life are always related to the primordial images cf the collective unconscious.
These images are really
balancing or compensating factors which correspond with the problems life presents in actuality. This is not to be marvelled at,
since these images are deposits representing the accumulated experience of thousands of years of struggle for adaptation and existence.
Every great experience in life, every profound conflict,
evokes the treasured wealth of these images and brings them to
inner perception; as such, they become accessible to consciousness
only in the presence of that degree of self-awareness and power of
understanding which enables a man also to think what he experiences
instead of just living it blindly. In tile latter case he actually lives
the myth and the symbol without knowing it. 2
He also says this:
The primordial images are the most ancient and the most
universal "thought-forms" of humanity. They are as much feelings
as thoughts; indeed. they lead their own independent life rather in
the manner or part-souls, as can easily be seen in those philosophical or Gnostic systems which rely on awareness of the unconscious as the source of knowledge.
The idea of angels, archangels,
"princi;:>alities and powers" in St. Paul, the archons of the Cnostics,
the heavenly hierarchy of Dlonysius the A reopagite, all come from
the perception or the relative autonomy of the archetypes.
... The greatest and best thoughts of man shape themselves
upon these primordial images as upon a blueprint.
I have often
been asked where the archetypes or primordial images come from.
It seems to me tbat their origin can only be explained by assuming
them to be deposits of the constantly repeated experiences of buman.ity. One or the commonest and at the same time most Impr-es-

1
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sive experiences is the apparent movement of the sun every day.
We certainly cannot discover anything of the kind in the unconscious,
so far as the known physical process is concerned. What we do
find, on the other hand, Is the myth of the sun-hero In all its countless modifications. It Is this myth, and not the physical process,
that forms the sun archetype.
The same can be said of the phases
of the moon. The archetype Is a kind of readiness to produce over
and over again the same or similar mythical Ideas. Hence Is seems
as though what is Impressed upon the unconscious were exclusively
the subjective fantasy-Ideas aroused by the physical process.
Therefore we may take it that archetypes are recurrent lmpresslo.ns
Naturally this assumption only pusbmade by subjective reactions.
es the problem further back without solvlne It. There is nothing
to prevent us from assuming that certain archetypes exist even
in animals, that they are grounded In the peculiarities
of the living
organism Itself and are therefore direct expressions of life whose
nature caMot be further explianed. Not only are the archetypes,
apparenUy, Impressions
of ever-repeated typical experiences,
but, at the same time, they behave empirically like agents that
tend towards the repetition of these same experiences. For when
an archetype appears In a dream, in a fantasy, or in life, it always
brings with It a certain Influence or power by virtue of which It
either exercises a numinous or a fascinating eCfect, or Impels to
action. 3
I'll stop there with Jung. That's a heavy piece to digest, but I think
It's Important to state.
We have approached the question of what are images from the
philosophical and the psychological.
Personally, I would say that
It's an
the imaees can come either kom or through the unconscious.
important question inconsldertngwhether
the lmaees come Crom
the unconscious or merely through the unconscious from another
greater source. We could diverge into s heavy and full discussion
on that, but I'll transcend that right now: the title or this talk ls
"Transcending the lmal{es".
-1 want to bring In C. S. Lewis here. In his autobiography he talks
about how the images were a source of joy for him and he felt the
Images could communicate the eucatastrophic experience of joy, could
lie says in
communicate something that was beyond themselves.
Surprised by Joy:
•.. I saw that all my wai:ings and watchings for Joy, all my vain
hopes to find some mental content on which 1 could, so to speak,
lay my finger and say. "This is it, " bad been a futile attempt to
contemplate the enjoyed. AU that such watching and waiting ever
could find would be either an image (Asgard, the Western Garden,
or what not) or a quiver in the diaphragm. 1 should never have to
bother again about these images or sensations. 1 knew now that
they were merely the mental track left by the passage of Joy--not
the wave but the wave's imprint on the sand. The inherent dialectic
of desire Itself had in a way already shown me this; for all Images
and sensations, lf idolatrously mistaken for Joy itself, soon honestly confessed themselves Inadequate. All said, In the last resort, "It Is not I. I am only a reminder. Look! Look I Whal do
1 remind you of?" 4
You see, Lewis doesn't quite agree with Jung in that sense, it doesn't
come from him, he feels is sometlung that u;n't in him, but comes
from outside, through the images.
••• All the value lay in that of which Joy was the desiring.
And that
object, quite clearly, was no state of my own mind or body at all.
ln a way, 1 had proved this by elimination. I had tried everything
in my own mind and body; as it were, asking if Joy itself was what
I wanted; and labelling it "aesthetic experience", had pretended 1
could answer Yes. But that answer too had broken down. Inexorably Joy proclaimed, "You want--1 myself am your want of--something other, outside, not you not any state of you." 1 did not yet
ask, Who is the desired? onl,y What is it? But this brought me
already into the region of awe, for 1 thus understood that in deepest
solitude 'thl.'re is a road right out of the self, a commerce with
something which, by refus~
to identify with any object of the
senses, or anything whereof we have biological or social need, or
anything imagined, or any state of our own minds, proclaims itself
sheerly obiective. Far more objective than bodies, for it is not,
like them. clothed in our senses; the naked Other, imageless (though
our imagination salutes it with a hundred images), unknown, undefined, desired. S
My own experience in reading Perelandra has been one of euphoric joy; a real 'trip. ' I'd like to bring something out that l think
Lewis is trying to say in this book. To parallel it Kenneth Grahame
implies the same thing; that we can't transcend these images of the
absolute, at least not in this life. Ransom, in the Great Dance, sees
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something beyond the 'Great Dance,' but stops short. Lewis talks
about the interweaving bands of light moving faster and faster';,!Q:"i
Ransom Is caught up In It.
... now the thing must have passed together out of the region of
sight as we understand it. For he says that the whole solid figure
of these enamoured and inter-lnanimated circlings was suddenly
revealed as the mere superficies of a far vaster pattern in four
dimensions, and that figure as the boundary of yet others in other
worlds: till suddenly as the movement grew yet swlfter, the interweaving yet more ecstatic, the relevance of all to all yet more
Intense, as dimension was added to dimension and th.at part of him
which could reason and remember was dropped Carther and farther
behind that part of him which saw, even then, at the very zenith of
complexity, complexity was eaten up and faded, as a thin white
cloud fades Into the hard blue burning of the sky, and a simplicity
beyond all comprehension, ancient and young as spring, illimitable,
pellucid, drew blm with cords of infinite desire into its own stillness. He went up into such a quietness, a privacy, and a freshness
that at the very moment when he stood farthest from our ordinary
mode of being he had the sense of stripping off encumbrances and
awaking from trance, ..• 6
•
And at that point Ransom wakes up from the 'trance' of the 'Great
Dance' and finds out that Perelandra has completed a full orbit
around Arbol while he has been In the 'Great Dance,' a period or
about 225 earth days.
·
You see, when he gets beyond the Images of the 'Great Dance' and
Into the Other, even though he's describing It, he has to use Images.
He talks about the images or : young, ancient, early spring, quiet,
These are only Images of the ultimate that can't be exand privacy.
pressed. I think Lewis had to stop there. He probably would have
liked to take us beyond the 'Great Dance' Into the Absolute Other,
but how could he? How could he use words?
I see a parallel here with The Wind In the Willows, the "Piper at
the Gates or Dawn." When Rat and Mole see the demi-god Pan, we
are permitted to glimpse a transcendant truth; then we are given
Why? Because, lf we are allowed to look upon the
forgetfulness.
face, as an Image, of the Ultimate, our lives would be undone. The
song that rustles through the willows says we are given forgetfulness
so that we can go on being or help, not withdrawn into ourselves.
The whole point or the book is after they have this vision, they save
Toad, who needs their help. If they had remembered their experience with Pan, they would have been so "out of it," that they wouldn't
have been any use to Toad.
Both books reflect the Biblical statement: "No man sha'' look upon
the face of God and hve."

In a different way, Images are used In sociological and cultural
terms, not philosophical or religious terms. There is an article that
I'm indebted to, as originally being the catalyst that produced the ideas
for this talk. In Sewanee Review, Spring 1970, ll. L. Weatherby has
written an article on two Medievalists, C. S. Lewis and T. S. Eliot.
Weatherby feel that often In studying medieval scholarship, Lewis is
hidden in the shadow of T. S. Eliot. Many people think that they
thought the same about the l\'liddle Ages.
Weatherby very convincingly
points out that they were diametrically opposed.
Eliot wanted to
return to the innocence of the medieval consciousness.
Weatherby
uses the term 'dissociation
of sensibility'; that since medieval
times, modern man has been rent, the images have been rent from
their source, have been cut loose, so that they are hollow to us and
have lost their meaning to us. But according to Eliot, the medieval
mind in all its innocence, thought the image and what the image
represented were one and the same, and that we have lost this.
Eliot would like to go back to the medieval view, although he know
we can't. He would like us to return anyway, primarily so that we
might revive poetry and make it a better thing.
Lewis, on the other band, knows we can't go back, we can't go
home again, because it has all changed.
Charles Williams speak about the 'irony of the images.'
The irony
is that the image and what the image is pointing at have been ripped
apart. He uses this irony in his Arthurian poetry. Lewis says this
about Williams irl Arthurian Torso:
••. Wllliams is the poet ... of the transmuted senses, of poetry
which by an unfulfilled invitation to the senses lures us beyond
them; his poetical city 'is built at the meeting place of substance
and sensuality'. He is in one way full of images: but where he is
most himself each image is no sooner suggested than it fades--or,
dare 1 say? brightens-- into something invisible and intangible. 7
In Arthurian Torso, Lewis comments on a scene in"The Founding
o! the Company , where one of the members of the company came to
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sell but for all other Old Western men whom you may meet, I
would say, use your specimens while you can. There are not go·
· Ing to be maey more dinosaurs. 9

TalleBBlna!ter the Feast of Fools. The fellow tells Talie11ln that the
company exists, and while it doesn't really need leadership, yet It
does, and that he should assume the lieutenancy. Tallessln refuses,
but the other man tells him 'Take the "ExcellentAbsu.rdity"•.
Of
course there is no leadership required and yet there is; you are not
needed and yet you are. In commenting on the phrase, the 'Excellent Absurdity'. Lewis says:
Many writers have in a satiric spirit unmasked human grandeur, delighting to show us that the k.lng, stripped of robes and ceremony, is but clay like other men and that {says Bacon) 'the masks,
and mummeries and triumphs of the world' show more 'stately and
dai.ntlly' by the candlelight of illusion than by the 'naked and open'
light of truth. Any sixteenth-century
writer --Shakespeare, Erasmus, Montaigne-- can roll you out reams of such morali:r.lng,
almost in his .sleep. Wllllams's view l.s dlrferent. lie accepts all
they say. He finds It so obvious as to be hardly worth saying • .2£_
course the whole thing Is a kind of make believe or fancy-dress ball.
Not'Oi\iy official greatness, as of kings or Judges, but what we call
real greatness, the greatness of Shakespeare,
Erasmus, and Montaigne, is, from a certain point of view, illusory.
What then?
What but to thank Cod for the 'excellent absurdity' which enables
us, II It so happen, to play great parts without pride and little ones
without dejection, rejecting nothing through that false modesty
which Is only another form or pride, ••• 8

What he says le In a way not really true. I think he said it as partly
living up to his public image of being a traditionalist . We should
take this with a graln of salt, the same way we take. Tolkiena' dlsclalmeronhie likingtorallegory.
ltls Lewis' sense of pastiche which
makes him say outrageous things rrom time to time. The point is,
he I• not the man Eliot la; he knows you can't go back through the door
agaln and come out at the same place; that the images have been
broken. In his book Letters to Malcolm, he says:
••• Never take the images literally .•.. When the~
of the
images--what they say to our fear and hope and will and affections-seems to confiict with the theological abstractions, trust the pur·
port of the images every time. For our abstract thinking is itself
a tissue of analogies:
a continual modelling of spiritual reality ln
legal or chemical or mechanical terms. 10

I'm attempting to show that Lewis Is actually opening up alternatives
for us to solve some the the serious philosophical and aesthetic problems or this century.
Over the summer I have been talking to some people in the Society
about Galileo and how the whole fiasco between him and the Church
Fathers has been reported, and of course how the Church got such
bad press. Owen Barfield, in his book Saving the A2pearance~. ts lks
And so to me, Mythcon Is this way.
We are all dressed up In costumes,
'Saving the Appearances'
is a term you are not probably
about Galileo.
etc., and it's great fun. We know it's all In Cun. However, they
familiar with.
It Is a Medieval philosophical term that refers to a
shouldn't be empty to us, they should
speak or something to us.
theory that explains why everything works as It does. When you have
They, perhaps, should point beyc.nd to somethlnfil that we really can't
come up with one of these theories, you have 'Saved tl\e Appearances~
express, but yet try to.
that Is you have given an explanation or why everything works as
it appears to work. The point of the argument between Galileo
Many
The subtitle of this talk is 'Archaisms and Alternatives.'
and the Doctors Is that Galileo made a radical departure and
people think that Lewis was one of the greatest old fuddy-duddles that
became one of the founders of the modern scientific method. In the
ever lived. They think he was a reactionary of the reactionaries; the
Middle Ages (you'll have to read The Discarded Image for this)
.
'Defender of the Bastions of Tradition.'
I'm going to read some or
they had a beautiful model of how everything worked. They had used
Lewis' own words that gives some good proof of this concept.
Aristotle and Plutarch, the Old and New Testaments, Roman, Creek
In 1954 Lewis moved to Cambr1d1e University from Oxford University,
and Norse mythology - literally everything they knew of to make up
where they had set up a new chair In Medieval and Renaissance
Littheir model. But they didn't believe it was true I They would say,
erature.
When he was lnnaugurated into this chair, he delivered a
"This Is our theory and we're happy with it. It seems to explain
long paper, In whlch he spoke about how Western civilization had
things pretty well and we're going to use it as a tool to time our in;>:.ssed through three stages; from pagan to Christian to post-Chr-rsttan,
tell~ctual processes on. But we really don't believe It is literally so."
He said that the West could not go back to the paganism of the past.
Galileo said, in effect, that he had a new theory. All the facts that
It might be run i! we could, for If we did, we might be able to watch
the Prime Minister of England lead a white bull into Westminster Abbey he bad gathered through the telescope and his mathematical calculations,
etc. had been used to form the thoery, not vice versa.
All other
But we can't do that. We can't go back through the
to be sacrificed.
theories were wrong because they didn't fit the facts as he saw them.
same door that we came in.
We moderns think the medievals didn't like Galileo's theory because
So we have a problem. In 20th Century thought the Images are
they were too narrow-minded.
Actually they were more philosophically
broken, they have lost their vital meaning to most people in our culture.
Lewis said he betonged to the Old Order. He reels that there was much broad-minded than any other period since, up to the 20th Century.
Callleo was not attacked because or his scientific methods and equipmore wtity between the pagans and Christians than between Christians
ment, but because or the philosophical implications or what he said .
and Post-Christians. Today our culture is secularized and denuded of the
were staggering. The Church Fathers insisted that finite man could
richness that the others have. He says at the end of his paper:
never know the Ultimate truth completely, at least in this life. Man
could come up with theories that seemed to fit the phenomena he
I myself beloll4r far more to that Old Western order than to yours.
observed, but that was the best he could do; and Galileo disagreed,
I am going to cl.~.im that this, which in one way Is a disqua!Uication
He said his theory was the truth because it fitted the facts, and therefor my task. is yet ln another a qualification.
The disqualification
fore all other previous theories were wrong.
is obvious. You don't want to be lectured on Neanderthal Man by
Carl Jwtg says this about science:
a Neanderthaler,
still less on dinosaurs by a dinosaur.
And yet, is
that the whole story? IC a live dinosaur dragged its slow length into
One-sidedness
occurs aaain in the history of science. But
the laboratory, would we not all look back as we fled? What a
this Is not a reproach; on tl1e contrary, we must be glad that there
chance to know at last how it really moved and looked and smelled
are men who have the courage to be extreme and one-sided.
It Is
and what noises it made! And i! the Neanderthaler
could talk, then,
to them that we owe discoveries.
It is only to be regretted when
though bis lecturing technique might leave much to be desired,
everyone passionately defends bis own one-sidedness.
Scientliic_
. should we not almost certainly learn Crom him some things about
theories are only suggestions as to how we could regard things. 11.
him which the best modern anthropologist could never have told us?
He would tell us without knowing be was telling. One thing I know:
There's the zinger. We all know that the explanation of what an atom
1 would give a great deal to hear any ancient Athenian, even a stupid
is not what it is really like. It is a model. It's an image of the atom.
one, talking about Creek trage<11. He would know in bis bones so
It's what makes the atom understandable
to us - II we indeed undermuch that we seek in vain. At aey moment some chance phrase
stand nuclear physics. But without the image we couldn't understand
might, unknown to him, show us where modern scholarship had
it at all. And so modern science bas come up with images and models.
been on the wrong track for years. Ladies and gentlemen, I stand
The thing Lewis says is that he is not for going back to the innocence
before you somewhat as that Athenian might stand. I read as a
of the Middle Ages and saying that the image and the truth are the
native texts that you must read as foreigners.· You see why I said
same. But Lewis is not like a modern man either in saying that
that the claim was not really arrogant; who can be proud of speaking
modern theories are right and all others are wrong. He says:
fluenUy his mother tongue or knowing bis way about bis father's
house? It is my settled conviction that in order to read Old Western
I hope no one will think that I am recommending a return to
literature aright you must suspend most of the reaponaes and unthe Medieval Model. I am only suggesting considerations that may
learn most of the habits you have acquired in reading modern litinduce us to regard all Models in the right way. respecting each and
erature. And because this is the judgement of a native, I claim
idolising none. We are all, very properly, familiar with the idea
that, even if the defence of my conviction is weak, the fact of my
that in every age the human mind is deeply influenced by the acceptconviction is a historical datum to which you should give full weight.
ed Model of the universe. But there is a two-way traffic; the Model
That way, where I Cail as a critic, I may yet be useful as a speciis also infiuenced by the prevailing temper of mind. We must recmen. I would even dare to go further. Speaking not only for myognise that what has been called 'a taste in universes' is not only
·
(continued on P. 25)
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11.This
not to
imply
that medieval society was actually

I am here using "religion•
in the sense of a set of
beliefs imposed by human institutions
or superior
beings on an entire culture: although this statement
is therefore almost a tautology, it has value when
comparing literary cultures.
For example, the world
of the Iliad has no absolute morality, and its religion isliiire favor-seeking;
the gods are petty and
egocentric.

4. Religion is an important factor in The Virginian,

but
the only religion that Wyoming takes seriously is an
institution which offers moral interpretations in an
advisory capacity; the ultimate decision rests with
the individual. This is also true in large part of
Middle-earth, but there there is an element of moral
ca~sality which is absent in Wyoming, and also a
closer interaction between the supernatural and the
·
natural.
5. The literary parallels that come to mind are the
sensuously corrupt and decadent southern realms in
Robert Howard's Conan series.
6. In one of the few-ei('j)licit metaphysical statements in
LotR, Aragorn says, "Good and ill have not changed
iiiiCe yesteryear: nor are they one thing among Elves
and Dwarves and another among Hen. It is a man's
(II SO)
part to discern them."
7. The similarities between Horgoth's fall and Feanor's
rebellion and the downfall of Satan and original sin
are inescapable.
8. As Sam points out, "Beren •.. was in a worse place
and a blacker danger than ours •.. Why, to think of
it, we' re in the same tale still."
(II 408)
9. Sauron is without question more powerful, even without the Ring, than the Free Peoples at the time of
the WR, and thus the aid given by the Valar is necessary to make the War meaningful as a struggle of
good against evil and as a heroic exercise. The aid
given by the Valar is indirect and, more important,
inherent to the patterns of Middle-earth, and so does
not in any way lessen the Free Peoples' heroism in
the mind of the reader. Eru is only mentioned twice
in passing in LotR, and these references, like the
history of the'"W!Zards (who, although Valar, fit
into Middle-earth perfectly) and other matters of
lore, are confined to the Appendices. Thus, the
narrative of LotR contains no explicit statements of
divine inte~entTon except to increase an individual's
prowess so that it equals his courage or (except for
Sam's realization) of the continuity I am discussing,
but Tolkien's use of the traditional archetypes is so
skillful that even in a first reading one gets a
strong sense of a meaningful past and accepts the
principles of the cosmos, even without consciously
knowing what they are.
10.Except in the Shire, where the decision to be unheroic
was intentional and carried out completely: there was
no pride in military prowess in the Shire, or indeed
~f almost any kind of prowess except perhaps eating.
TRANSCENDING THE IMAGES (continued !;om P. 5)
pa rdonable but inevitable. We can no longer dismiss the change
of Models as a simple progress from error to truth. No Model is
a catalogue of ultimate realities, and none is a mere fantasy. Each
is a serious attempt to get in all the phenomena known at a given
period, and each succeeds in getting in a great many. But also,
no less surely, each reflects the prevalent psychology of an age
almost as much as it reflects the state of that age's knowledge.
Hardly any battery of new facts could have persuaded a Greek that
the universe had an attribute so repugnant to him as infinity; hardly
any such battery could persuade a modern that.it is hierarchical. 12
0

That's the issue. We have our modern explanations for everything and we idolize them 'as the truth. But they are only images.
I think Lewis is a very avant-garde, forward looking thinker. He has
gone beyond the idolizing of the image of modern times, but yet does
not advocate a return to the Medieval model. He is saying that we
should see the image but let it remain transparent. See beyond the
image to the truth that it implies. To see in this way, and to accurately
explain it is beyond human language.
I would hope that we in the Society could be aware of the models
and how they work, both our own Modern and the Medieval models,
and that we might have an open-mindedness and a tolerance. It is
interesting that Lewis is talking about how the spirit of the age, the
intellectual life of a culture, influences the scientific discoveries
that the culture produces to bolster its world view.
I think we are seeing a change in the idolized truths of the 20th
Century. Our culture is radically different. in many ways, from
what it was 10 years ago. We are seeing the changes become more
stabilized and institutionalized and given the blessings o!
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like that of romances, but that the chivalric ideals
were held in common by author and audience, even if
as no more than ideals. It occurs to me that Wolfram's surliness in Parzifal may result from his not
appreciating--or not accepting--the necessary difference between ideal and reality.
12.0ne thinks of William Morris, E. R. Eddison, c. s.
Lewis and Charles Williams.
Eddison, for example,
undertakes to explain his universe by metaphysical
debates between his characters: only his unique style
carries it off. Only The Worm Ouroboros, and perhaps
Mistress of Mistresses, can be considered heroic
narratives, and the concept of the heroic in the former is much more simplistic than that of Eddison's
other books. Charies Williams uses a similar approach to Tolkien's frequently, as with Nancy in
The Greater Trumps or all the good characters except
Prester John in War in Heaven.
·
13.0utside of a few unfortunate examples of writing-down
in The Hobbit.
14.This is probably because The Hobbit is more limited
in scope than LotR.
In any case, this makes Bilbo
more of an honorllero than anyone in LotR, even
Boromir. There is pure honor hero whO"'COmes to mind,
Earnur, the childless King of Condor, who accepts a
challenge to a duel with the Lord of the Nazgul which
he knows is a trap because he is taunted with what
only an honor hero could consider an act of cowardice.
Being childless, his selfish heroism ends the Line of
Anarion.
15.This may depend on one's point of view. Hobbits find
it difficult to imagine themselves as heroes, but the
Elves may well have considered Frodo an equally great
hero.
16.Professor Hanning has pointed out to me that this also
describes the Greeks in the Aeneid. However, although
the Greeks are somewhat contemptible, the Dwarves have
despite their shortcomings, a certain nobility, perhaps stemming from the fact that they were created
this way, and they do not lack in courage.
17.Those of the Dunedain who are interested in such
things acquired the interest from the Eldar or from
their own Elvish blood. Similarly, the Tooks' relative love of adventure is explained in the Shire as
a result of their alleged Elvish blood.
18.Enjoying the fruits of one's heroism is frequently
a problem for heroes, as may be seen by Chretien's
Yvain.
19.This is the old proz-sage distinction expressed in
the Song of Roland:
"Roland's a hero, and Oliver is
wise: Both are so brave men marvel at their deeds."
(l.1092-4, tr. Patricia Terry, Library of Liberal
Arts, 1965) Tolkien says that both qualities are
necessary, although he probably subjectively values
the latter somewhat more.

the Establishment. It seems that we are seeing a great
. undercurrent of change in philosophy, religion, psychology,
etc., and in the way we understand how things are; in fact
a new cultural model. I hope that the Mythopoeic Society
can participate in this. Althoughwe are far too small to influence our culture directly, we can, by being open to the
images directly and transcending them at the same time,
get away from the narrow-mindedness of thought in our
' culture. That is my hope.
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